Full-Stack Software Engineer (m/f/d)

Locations
Granada

This is us
Novatec Software Engineering
España is a branch of Novatec
Consulting GmbH, with headquarter
in Stuttgart (Germany).
We bring our passion for IT, agile
software development and open
source technology to exciting
projects with well-known customers
on a daily basis.
We are multicultural company, with
team members from more than 10
different countries. We live with a
management 3.0 mindset, agile
methodologies and simple
processes. We value any individual
contribution to the company’s
success, offer you a lot of personal
freedom and the possibility of being
a part of the decision-making
process.

Interested?
We look forward to receiving your
application (PDF) with salary
requirements and possible starting
date. Apply online in under 4
minutes.
Novatec Software Engineering
España S.L.
A company of the Novatec
corporate group.
Gran Vía de Colón 16, 3a Planta,
E-18010 Granada
Tel: +34 958 01 43 87
www.novatec-gmbh.de/en/granada
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Your challenges
Cutting-edge technologies for a new exciting project: as a Senior Full-Stack
Engineer you will take care, and put into practice your expertise in the frontend and part of the back-end development of the customer’s application. You
will join an international team, discuss the customer’s requirements and
implement them sprint-based, you won´t miss the chance to keep on learning
as a professional and have fun in something, that we consider more than just
a workplace.

Your profile
Experience as a Full-stack or Front-end Software Developer
Also with JavaScript, Vue.js, React, or Angular
Hands-on experience with Object-Oriented Programming languages like
Java, .NET, or C#
Methodical skills in Scrum, Kanban, and DevOps
Experience with frameworks such as Jasmine, Mocha or QUnit
and Protractor
Familiar with CI / CD and cloud platforms
Strong problem-solving as well as communication skills and independent
working style
Fluent knowledge of English and Spanish
Agile mindset

Reasons to choose Novatec

An international and diverse environment
Flexible schedule including working from home
Educational budget to take your personal and professional career to the
next level
English classes
Interesting benefits package: private healthcare insurance, mobile phone,
parking, gym discounts, and many other corporate discounts
Team events and a dedicated fun budget
A cozy office in the city center to enjoy fresh organic fruit, coffee, and
make sure to do not miss out on our special Fridays’ breakfasts
Attractive salary based on the experience of the candidate:

